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The ongoing quest for power has led to many hurdles in the Mazda Speed community; one of which
has been the constant issue of the OEM injector seals failing as the power output of the MZR DISI
engine is increased. We came up with that much needed upgrade. The cp-e™ SAFEseal™ Injector
seals can not only handle the added pressure and stress of a high HP direct injected engine, but
comes with all necessary hardware and a slide hammer to aid in the removal of your current injectors.
The most common early signs of the OEM seal failure has been false detonation alarms, loss of
power, lower compression readings in affected cylinders, and in worse case scenarios, an audible
rattle under heavy load. This article will explain the ideas and discoveries that led to the adaptation of
the style seal cp-e™ chose to use.
Examination of OEM Seals
Let’s take a look at a brand new OEM seal. The seal in the Figure 1 has, what looks like “teeth.” These
teeth are in fact made from a paper/cardboard type material. Its function is to keep the seal centered
on the injector for installation purposes only. This seemed strange to me when I was looking over the
application. Why would Mazda manufacture a seal that is so loose on the injector that a centering
collar was needed? I have not really found a viable explanation for this. Other than the speculation of
ease of assembly at the factory, and ease of disassembly after some high miles were put on the
engine. I do know that every used injector has a corresponding mark on the nozzle that lines up with
where the seal rides on it. This reinforces the notion that the OEM seal has the ability to rotate on the
injector nozzle, also causing the wear on the ports in the previous pictures.
The OEM seal is also comprised of a spring steel material. As the seal and injector assembly is
inserted into the port, the spring tension of the OEM seal is compressed. This, along with the very thin
coating on the seal is the only portion that holds back thousands of PSI of combustion pressure. Time,
the extreme combustion heat, and the constant pressure cycling against the seal cause the seal to fail.
I again wondered why there was any type of spring steel, or a seal that has dynamic characteristics
ever used in an environment where the pressures could overcome the properties of the material being
used. Cyclic action and heat from the combustion process will compromise any spring material over
time.
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Figure 1. Brand new OEM seal (left) vs. a worn out OEM seal (right). Notice the cardboard ‘teeth’ used as a centering collar
on the new OEM seal.

Notice the picture on the right in Figure 1, the material had started to deteriorate and was wearing on
the port. If this seal had been in much longer, the port would be non usable.
Measurements and how the injectors are suspended in the bore are show in in Figure 3. There is a
certain amount of clearance around the tip that is not supported, and will allow the injector to move or
vibrate under certain harmonics and pressures.

Figure 2. Notice the clearance around the tip that is not supported, allowing the injector to move.
Examination of Unusable Ports
The first piece of the puzzle to the OEM seal problem was a head from an engine that saw its demise
from constant abuse, a poor tune, detonation, and not paying attention to what the engine is telling you
about its health. Figures 1 and 2 show the damage to the injector ports from the head in cylinders 1-4.
As you can see, all the ports suffered un-repairable damage and will not have the ability to maintain a
seal with any type of OEM or aftermarket seal.
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Figure 3. Injector Port 1(left) and Injector Port 2 (right), visibly past point of salvage.

Figure 4. Injector Port 3(left) and Injector Port 4 (right). Deterioration not as evident as Figure 1, ridges are visible.
Ports 1 and 2 (fig.3) are visibly past the point of salvage, but, you might think that port 3 or 4 (fig.4) can
be used to make a good seal; after all it does not seem to be deteriorated too badly. This assumption
would be incorrect. The fact that any visible ridge can been seen by the naked eye makes the sealing
surface compromised and should not be used as a viable piece in rebuilding an engine for either stock
or high power goals.
Examination of Head with leakage
Now that we have looked over some injector ports that are beyond use, and understand that the
injector is not held stable in the bore itself. Lets inspect a head that has seen some mileage and had
leakage issues, but with no visible ridges on the base of the port from detonation, or a poor tune.
Again, ports are pictured from 1 - 4. Ports one and two (fig. 5&6) look clean and have no leakage, but
three and four (fig. 7&8) have had some issues.
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Figure 5. Injector port 1 displaying no leakage (left); Notice deterioration with the crow’s foot and injectors removed(right)

Figure 6. Injector port 2 displaying no leakage (left); Notice deterioration with the crow’s foot and injectors removed (right)

Figure 7. Injector port 3 showing signs of leakage(left); Notice the oily residue with the crow’s foot and injector removed (right)
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Figure 8. Injector port 4 showing signs of leakage (left); Notice the oily residue with crow’s foot and injector removed (right)
Note in the pictures with the crow’s foot and injector removed, it looks like there is some deterioration
of the ports where the OEM seals ride. In Figures 7 & 8, there is an oily residue from the compromised
OEM seal. This is a clear indication where a spring style seal will be compromised over time leading to
carbon contamination, and then sealing issues. This is at stock power levels as well.
Rebuilding & Cleaning Ports
This next step will be determining whether these ports can be used in a rebuild. We know that there
are signs of leakage from the oily residue on the head. We also know that carbon deposits have
infiltrated around the seal and have been working between the seal and the base of the ports leading
to a sand paper affect in the base of the port, even on the ports that showed no signs of leaking have
the deposits. Any new seals should never be installed without a complete cleaning.
Next is the cleaning of the ports. It is absolutely vital that a very thorough cleaning is done on, in, and
around the ports. Even the threaded hole for the crow’s foot needs to be cleaned. I use a heavy-duty
brake parts cleaner to cut through the carbon. Spray it on and let it sit for several minutes and clean
with a cotton swab. Repeat if necessary, and never use anything that can scratch or mar the surface or
base of the port.

Figure 9. Injector Port 1 before (left) and after (right) cleaning
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Figure 10. Injector Port 2 before (left) and after (right) cleaning

Figure 11.Injector Port 3 before (left) and after (right) cleaning

Figure 12. Injector Port 4 before (left) and after (right) cleaning
Upon close inspection there is a lighter color circle around the opening where the injector nozzle
protrudes into the combustion chamber. This is cause for concern, since this leaves an area of
opportunity for carbon to contaminate the injector bore regardless of any style seal that is going to be
used. This kind of port deformation can also be exaggerated by the use of non-OEM seals, such as a
copper/brass washer much like a diesel injector seal.
Inception of cp-e™SAFEseal™
So, here we are, we have determined that the OEM seal fails, we have seen that the spring tension of
the OEM seals will lose the ability to overcome the combustion heat and pressure in turn letting carbon
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to accumulate between the seal and the base of the port. This will jeopardize the integrity of the
sealing surface on the base of the port. Left un-checked the ports will become worn past the point of
usefulness. The use of a copper/brass diesel injector seal will continue the port deformation and lead
to the injector port in a state non-repair. If the port is found in the beginning state of degradation I have
found that a high quality sealant can be used in conjunction with the Safe Seals to ensure a tight seal
from combustion pressures.
In order to overcome the injector movement inside the bore and to incorporate a seal at the same time,
a “cup” had to be manufactured. All of this data has led to the cup style seal in its current form.
Now let’s talk about the specific difference between carbon steel and stainless steel studs and nuts.
Stainless steel has a higher friction coefficient than steel. The amount of torque will result in less
preload on the fastener. Using the torque specs outlined in the manual will not be the actual correct
torque, resulting in a fastener that will loosen over time, or not give the clamp force needed to hold the
parts effectively.
Note the yield strengths on Table 1. Stainless steel is a little less than half of the strength of the class
8.8. The studs included in the Safe Seal kit have a minimum tensile strength of 125000 psi, which puts
them between the 8.8 and 10.9 class fasteners.

Table 1. Tensile strength and Yield strength for various materials and metric classes
Table 2 indicates maximum torque specs of stainless fasteners; Table 3 indicates the torque specs for
the different grade class of steel bolts. Since the stud nut combo is between the class 8.8 and 10.9 it
will easily achieve 20 ft. lbs. This is about a 30% increase of the stock bolt and a stainless steel
stud/nut combination.

Bolt Dia.
(mm)
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Torque (N-m)

Torque (in-lbs. through M10;
M12 & over ft.-lbs.)
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3
4
5
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

Dry

Lubricated

Dry

Lubricated

1.0
2.6
5.1
8.7
21.2
42
73
118
180
258
370
485
603

0.9
2.3
4.6
7.8
19.1
38
66
106
162
232
333
437
543

8.9 in-lbs.
23.0
45.1
77.0
188
372
54 ft.-lbs.
87
133
190
273
358
445

8.0 in-lbs.
20.7
40.6
69.3
169
335
48 ft.-lbs.
78
119
171
246
322
400

Table 2.

Torque Values for A2 or A4 Metric Stainless Steel Fasteners
**Suggested Maximum Torque in Values- a guide based upon actual lab testing on dry or near dry fasteners wiped clean. The
lubricated values were calculated at 90% of the dry condition test results. Values listed in N-m; in-lbs. up through M-10, and footpounds for M12 and over.
***Note: Stainless steel fasteners tend to gall while being tightened. The risk of galling or thread seizing can be reduced by:
Using lubrication, Tighten fasteners with low rpms without interruptions, Apply only light pressure, Avoid prevailing torque lock
nuts when possible

Table 3. Torque specs for variety of Iron grades and aluminum.
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Frequently asked questions about the application and use of cp-e™SAFEseal™ with
the carbon stud nut combination
Q: Is the OEM seal, and the CP-E Safe Seal a wear item?
A: The short answer is, yes, they are both a wear item. But, the Safe Seals will, by far, outlast
the OEM counter part by a large margin. This is due to the fact that the Safe Seal holds the injector
stable in the port, thus not wearing out the Safe Seals at such a rapid rate. This brings up another
important advantage of the Safe Seals; the material used in the production of the Safe Seals is softer
than the aluminum that the head is manufactured from. This will keep the port from deteriorating from
the use of the Safe Seals. The OEM seals are manufactured from a spring steel material which is a
much harder material than the aluminum, and over time, they will also let the carbon deposits build up
under the seal and deteriorate the ports and the seals to past the point of usefulness.
Q: My Mazda Speed 3/6 is completely stock/or mildly modified; will I need to upgrade my
injector seals?
A: There is no short answer to this question, mainly due to a few variables like the mileage on
the car, and tune in the ECU. If the ECU has a good tune, detonation is not a factor, the engine is not
showing any signs of being unhealthy, and the mileage is relatively low, then no, there really is no
need to upgrade at the moment. As the mileage increases on the car, and/or modifications added,
closer inspection is needed to determine when the time is right to upgrade. Keeping a close eye on the
leakage issues as outlined earlier in this article will give you the first clue when to add the Safe Seals.
Do not wait until false detonation alarms are showing up, and sputtering sounds are emitting from the
engine bay, by the time these signs are evident the damage to the ports are most likely beyond the
ability of any seal to effectively seal against combustion pressure. Keep in mind there is no drawback
to adding the Safe Seals before the leakage shows up; in fact they could be installed as a
precautionary measure when the first modifications to the vehicle are added.
Q: Why should the use of a sealant be applied in conjunction with the Safe Seals? After all the
primary reason for the seals is to, in fact, seal.
A: A few reasons come to mind why the use of a sealant should be considered. Adding a
sealant to a head gasket is not an uncommon practice, and the injector seals in this type of application
need to hold back the combustion events much like the head gasket. The first reason, the Safe Seals
do not come with a fluoroelastomer coating like the OEM variant. Although this coating is primarily
used to help aid the initial sealing of the OEM seal, it really becomes useless after several hundred
miles, and the seal relies on the spring tension to continue the sealing properties. The next reason is
from port deformation/deterioration. This can happen from carbon build up under the OEM seal much
like the second set of pictures of the injector ports, and can be aggravated by the use of a diesel
injector seal/copper washer. If you have used a diesel injector seal, had carbon build up between the
port face and the OEM seal, or have a high mileage vehicle it would be a safe move to apply a highgrade sealant designed for this application. Some other circumstances that come to mind are the
heads that contain the injector ports are mass-produced. Meaning that there are variances in the ports
from one batch of heads to another, and it would simply be impossible to predict the exact
measurement on every production head on the market. We have had great success in the market
installing these seals with no sealant. We have also seen that older, worn/deteriorated ports have
achieved success with the sealant after leakage was discovered.
Q: Why is there a need to replace the OEM fasteners with a stud and nut combination?
A: The OEM torx bolt is at best a mediocre fastener. When trying to remove the assembly it
tends to round off the points on the head of the bolt, or break the torx socket that is being used. Since
the seals are a wear item, the removal and installation of any fastener into aluminum will eventually
lead to weaken the internal threads in the head. Using a stud/nut will allow a better, more consistent,
and higher torque on the crow’s foot. This is a critical attribute of this assembly, a constant, increased,
and even torque that can be applied to the assembly the better the seal can be maintained.
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